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ABSTRACT
Most of our daily activities take place in the physical world, which inherently imposes physical constraints. In contrast, the digital world is very flexible, but usually isolated from its physical counterpart. To combine these two realms, many Mixed Reality (MR) techniques have been explored, at different levels in the continuum. In this work we present an integrated Mixed Reality ecosystem that allows users to incrementally transition from pure physical to pure virtual experiences in a unique reality. This system stands on a conceptual framework composed of 6 levels. This paper presents these levels as well as the related interaction techniques.

INTRODUCTION
The physical world in which we live provides rich interactions that can hardly be replaced by digital artifacts. In particular, what we see, touch, or smell, and our social collective experiences with face-to-face Humans constitute a unique experience that cannot (should not?) be totally replaced by simulated environments. On the other hand, the flexibility of digital tools has shown undeniable benefits that allow overtaking the constraints of the physical world. As an example, Virtual Reality (VR) allow engineers to immerse themselves inside a simulation and to navigate virtual mock-ups in a way that would not be possible to do in the real life.

In order to complement the physical and the digital worlds, researchers have studied the creation of mixed spaces where digital information can be used in combination with its physical counterpart. This is notably the case of Augmented Reality (AR), where digital and physical information are co-located in a seamless space. The resulting hybrid spaces benefit from digital information anchored onto the physical world. AR is definitively a powerful medium for a number of fields. On the other hand, AR experiences still remain constrained by the physical environment in which the illusion takes place. As an example, neither See-Through AR, nor Spatial AR allows one to see a scene from a point of view that is different from the current viewpoint of the observer.
In our approach, we propose a conceptual framework and its implementation where the physical world that stands in front of the users can be progressively augmented and distorted, with the final goal of augmenting the users’ perception. By providing augmented experiences, anchored in the physical reality, we seek for a hybrid space where users benefit from both the force of the physical sensing, and the flexibility of digital interaction.

Our contributions in this work are i) the design of a conceptual framework, where the user can smoothly travel between the physical and the virtual worlds, ii) the implementation of this framework on a unified system, and iii) the exploration of the interaction possibilities. The result builds towards a unified way to look at the intersection between physical and digital realms, combined on a single reality for the user.

Examples
To better understand this concept, let’s consider two concrete scenarios: collaborative learning and hardware maintenance.

Imagine a group of students working around an augmented volcano mock-up (Figure 1). They can discuss and observe the simulated behaviour, while physically touching and moving around and maybe dissecting the mock-up. Some information can be difficult to understand from an egocentric perspective, so they can travel inside the mock-up for more information, using VR. In this case, they can “jump” into the physical model, follow the tubes, and experience the volcano from a different point of view. While immersed, they can still discuss with their classmates, their bodies visible as giants around the mock-up. This simple example, inspired form TV shows like “Cosmos” [40], “the Magic School bus” [11] or “Once upon the time... Life” [2], can be generalized to any pedagogical content, where the changing of viewpoint of the physical environment may improve the learning and understanding of the studied phenomena. Using the shared physical space as starting point fosters discussion.

Now let’s consider a maintenance task for a car engine: the engineer is in a process where she has to work physically with the object standing in front of her. Thanks to situated projection, she can benefit from digital support that will guide her during the process (e.g. highlight a given piece) as done in [54]. Now, the engineer needs to observe the engine from the back, or have a closer view of a specific part. Because she cannot manipulate or move around the physical engine, she decides to virtually change her point of view. To do so, she puts on an HMD, and navigate in and around the virtual object. She can also observe a virtual engineer performing the required task, and take the viewpoint of this expert. Numerical simulation can be launched, too, in order to observe for instance the flow in and around the engine. These situated interactions, which would not be possible with standard SAR approaches, may help the engineer to better understand the physical engine she is working on.

Before exploring in detail the different levels present in our framework and their implementation, the next section briefly reviews the previous work that enabled their conception.

RELATED WORK
The ideas presented in this work build upon 1) the vision that the digital realm can be integrated into the physical one, 2) and the different technologies that were used in the past to explore this possibility.

Since the dawn of digital technologies, researchers and sci-fi writers envisioned a future where digital and physical will be indistinguishable from each other [43]. Science fiction has been used in the past both as inspiration [26, 8] and research tool [7] to study not just how that future can be, but also about the dangers of not designing consciously. Mark Weiser emphasized that ubiquitous technology [48] must be also calm [49]: the digital tools should be available when needed, in a non-disruptive way; for this reason, we propose that the increase in immersion should be progressive and at the user’s discretion.

Bret Victor with his seminal talk “a humane representation of thought” [46] reflects on how the representation of information frames our way of thinking, and he argues that we must actively channel the advance of technology so it is empowering, instead of limiting. A common theme arises: when designing technology, we should create interfaces that support and collaborate with the users, to help humanity to flourish. In this direction, Jacob et al. formalized the Reality-Based interfaces [22]: computational interfaces that use our already available skills to understand and interact with the external world and each other.

As a first step towards this vision, Milgram presented physical and digital realms not as a dichotomy, but as a Mixed Reality continuum [30]. Ullmer and Ishii presented Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) [45], which provide physical handles to digital information. This concept was later extended with the vision of Radical Atoms [21]: computational material that can change its physical properties as needed, an indivisible emulsion of digital and physical. This leads to the question of “what is real?”. Eiselle et al. [14] reminded us the philosophical distinction between “reality” (realitas, what is constructed in the mind) from “actuality” (actualitas, the invariant truth), a specially relevant separation when studying mixed reality, which is performed by altering the information received by the senses. By using this definition, when digital and physical work together, they are just counterparts of the same reality for the user.

Rekimoto et al. [36] studied the different ways these realms interact with each other, a classification that could be extended to include spatial augmentation [6]. The latter has been particularly explored in the construction of interactive spaces. Wellner et al. created DigitalDesk [50], a projector-augmented desktop that supports paper based interaction. The Office of the Future [33] envisioned the extension of CAVEs [12] to everyday non-flat surfaces, and soon after was implemented using Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR) [34]. Initially, the focus of the interaction was on the digital information (and still required to wear stereo glasses), but then the focus moved towards the physical space [35]. Since then, it was used to support physical-virtual tools [29], improvised interfaces using objects [47], touch [52], and Organic User Interfaces [17, 32], among others.
In order to take advantage of the complementary characteristics of mixed reality technologies, hybrid systems have been studied. For instance, see-through displays and SAR have been combined, notably in order to complement the HMD’s high resolution with the projectors’ scalable FOV (field of view) [20, 4]. Transitioning between see-through AR and VR have been also explored by Kiyokawa et al. [25]. In the context of multi-display environments, the combination of screens and projection has been studied, both with [10] and without see-through technologies [37, 15]. Dedual et al. [13] proposed a system that combines interactive tabletops with video see-through AR. Smarter Objects [16] and exTouch [24] use video ST-AR to control embedded systems; even when the physical artifact was the focus of attention, no spatial augmentation was presented, except the electronic behaviour itself. Closer to our work is Metadesk [44] by Ullmer and Ishii, which combines tabletop interaction, tangible tokens and a see-through AR window. Hybrid systems not just complement technological limitations, but also combine well with physical artifacts.

Mixed Reality was also studied as a mean to provide different perspectives of a scene. Magicbook [5] augmented a physical book using an HMD, while also supporting transitions between AR and VR. Benko et al. also studied the use of mixed reality to explore digital locations collaboratively [3]. Komiyama et al. [26] used video see-through to enable the transition between viewpoints (objects, users and spaces) inside the physical world. In all these works, user instrumentation is a requirement to access the augmentation; this can be overcome with always-available viewpoints using screen or projectors. Ibayashi et al. created Dollhouse VR [19], where users can interact with a virtual space, either with a top view (displayed on a tabletop), or from inside (using an HMD-VR), keeping the virtual space as the center of attention. In a preliminary work, we started exploring the use of the virtual interaction with the physical space, supporting not only see-through and immersed modalities, but also spatial augmentation [39, 38].

To summarize, the research involving the combination of physical and digital is vast, both focusing on a specific technology or combining complementary alternatives. In this line of research, we propose a smooth transition through progressive immersion, as described in the next section.

**ONE REALITY**

This work focuses on reducing the gap between physical and digital, without limiting the interaction to neither of them. We propose to provide the users the liberty to increment the degree of immersion when needed, without losing contact with the physical world.

In order to explore this incremental immersion, we created a hybrid working space that supports multiple mixed reality modalities simultaneously, and enables the user to freely transition between them (Figure 2). In it, the environment and the users are scanned and tracked in real time, enabling their augmentation, movement logging and digital reproduction. To interact with the system, physical tools are rendered available even in virtual spaces, and vice versa.

When designing the progressive transition between the physical and digital realms, we considered 6 incremental levels where digital characteristics are progressively included (Figure 3). The following subsections describe, in an incremental way, the features of each of the levels in combination with their implementation and interaction consequences.

**Level Zero: Physical World**

The starting point of interaction is the physical world, where participants can interact with each other and with physical artifacts. This level is comprised of both natural elements and technological devices that alter physical properties in a non-cosmetic and persistent way (i.e., the modifications stay even when the artifact is not working, for example mechanical artifacts or pens). In the physical world, objects can be manipulated when they are not too heavy and not too big, and people can move their heads and bodies to change their point of view, as long as nothing is blocking them.

**Level One: Augmented Surfaces**

At the first level, digital information can be placed at the surface of physical objects in the user’s environment, as in the classical work of Rekimoto et al. [37]. This can be used to display complementary information (e.g., show text, change the object perceived texture or show annotations on its surface), or arbitrary information (i.e., using the surface as a screen).

We implemented the augmentation using Spatial Augmented Reality, which allows us to place the digital information directly onto physical surfaces. When the surface of a given object is not suited to support the digital information, the content is then leaked to adjacent surfaces, such as tables or
walls. With SAR, digital information is equally available for all the users and viewpoint-independent, as it is the case with physical information.

By tracking objects of interest in the scene, the system supports various interaction modalities (Figure 4). It is possible to directly manipulate the augmented objects, and to use both direct and indirect interaction using pens or pointers. Given the physically nature of the display supports, non-augmented tools can be used naturally.

![Figure 4. Using spatial augmentation in combination with object tracking enables us: to use augmented pens to draw directly onto artifacts (A) and their surroundings (B), to manipulate the augmented artifacts to use in combination with traditional tools such as rulers (C), or to use of indirect interaction (D).](image)

A widely distributed support of information is paper. When paper is tracked, any digital information displayed on it will follow accordingly. The content of augmented paper can be created using augmented pens; it is also possible to use augmented paper as support for digitally created content – a paper window [18] –, bringing computer screens closer to the physical environment [27]. An additional benefit of using projection is that normal paper can be placed over the augmented counterpart, much like tracing paper. Among the possible digital content, paper windows can display a 3D render of the augmented scene, which can be interacted via ray-casting like traditional displays. As a result, users can interact with their surroundings from a given point of view (Figure 5). We call these windows "interactive pictures".

**Level Two: Mid-Air Digital Content**

While surface augmentation can give dynamism and interactivity to passive objects, it is unable to directly display content in mid-air. In order to provide support for this it is possible to use see-through devices to create the illusion of floating elements.

We prototyped hand-held see-through displays using the interactive pictures presented in the previous level, by attaching the camera position to the paper position (Figure 6). The user can then interact with the digital elements in their field of view using a tracked pen and ray-casting.

![Figure 6. See-through displays, implemented using interactive pictures, allow to create the illusion of mid-air information (red text and arrow) floating over the engine (left), while also supporting indirect interaction with the scene via tracked pens and ray-casting (right).](image)

Compared to head-worn displays (e.g. Hololens), such an approach has several advantages. First, users do not need to wear specific equipment. Then, the proximity to the physical world is strengthened; it is possible to switch very quickly and easily between the two visual modalities. Both the physical-augmented object (level 1) and the through-the-lens object (level 2) can also be observed at the same time. Finally, multiple observer can use the same through-the-lens image. This reinforces collaborative and social interaction.

The main drawbacks are that, as with other hand-held technologies, they require the device to be held, and they have a limited field of view. For the cases where comfort is relevant or both hands are needed (e.g., long or precise tasks) it is possible to detach the viewpoint and use indirect interaction, as seen in the previous level.

**Back to the Examples**

To better understand the first three levels and how the system supports them, let’s explore the examples in more detail.

The students (Figure 1) around the volcano mock-up (level 0) can observe superficial simulation (level 1) of its activity and in-place information, while also being able to move around and touch the mock-up, sharing a unified experience. A see-through screen can help the students to visualize mid air information (level 2) such as steam and lava coming from the top of the volcano, or its interaction with virtual trees. They can use the screen to directly take notes of what they see through it, or place different views of the volcano side-by-side to discuss and make their own drawings.

In the case of the engineer performing maintenance tasks on the engine (level 0), the augmentation can be bi-directional.
When physical and digital are decoupled, it is necessary to perform the task (level 1). She can also use the see-through approach (level 2) to visualize mid-air annotations, measurements and spatial instructions, such as "screw here, then drill there". Once again, this can be bidirectional, either following or creating instructions through graphical annotations or by example.

Level Three: Object Decoupling
So far, level 1 and 2 aimed at keeping the augmentation as close as possible to the physical world. Starting at level three, we propose to soften the physical constraints in order to give more flexibility to the users. This can be useful when trying to understand complex processes (simulation), when needing to perform tasks that are not normally possible, such as lifting a heavy object (overcoming physical constraints), or trying to observe actions performed in the past (replay).

To this end, beyond the see-through displays we described in the previous section, we introduced a fully immersive modality that reproduces the physical world standing in front of the users, and that is perceived through a VR Head-Mounted display. Both worlds (physical and virtual) are mapped one-to-one. This means that the users can physically touch the objects they are observing virtually (Figure 7). This gives the immersed user a strong anchorage with the physical world. To increase the immersion, we use hand tracking based on Leap Motion, which provide not only feedback but also the possibility to directly interact with purely digital content.

At this level, the users can now free themselves from strict mapping and perform actions that would not be possible in reality (e.g. manipulate a heavy or fragile object). To do so, they can use virtual controllers. In addition to the features we already described, the users have this new ability consisting in distorting the reality.

Figure 7. While immersed, the physical and digital counterparts of augmented objects can be mapped one-to-one (top). This coupling can be relaxed for additional flexibility (bottom).

Awareness considerations
When physical and digital are decoupled, it is necessary to take additional considerations to help the user to prevent accidently hitting physical objects. For this reason, when users get near a physical object (either with their hands or tools) we display its wire-frame or bounding box.

It is also important to know where the users are (for themselves, and for others). For this, we display user avatars. The representation depends on the modality: augmented surfaces display the position and orientation in an iconic way (arrow), while see-through and HMD-VR show a 3D reconstruction of the users, enabling them to see themselves and others. Currently the 3D reconstruction is only based on the Microsoft Kinect point-cloud, yet it could be possible to extend it to rigged meshes [41], animated using Kinect skeleton tracking.

Finally, what the helmet shows can be displayed onto an interactive picture. This way, non-immersed users can see what the immersed user does. Given the behaviour of interactive pictures, users are also able to interact with the scene in front of the immersed user, indicating for example a point of interest, or moving elements through the window. Similar results can be obtained for non immersed users using the estimation of head’s position and orientation using skeleton tracking.

Back to the Examples
At this level, the students can virtually modify the geometry of the objects. For example, they can grab the volcano standing in front of them, and stretch it to observe what would happen if the volcano was higher. They can also extend the frontiers of the current physical mock-up by using 3D terrains around the volcano, or by visualizing internal structure above it. They can also copy and paste the volcano to experiment interactions between multi-objects.

In the case of the engineer, she can observe the engine in isolation by wearing an HMD, removing occluding elements or only showing their wire-frame. She can also virtually move a piece mid-air, in order to study it and annotate it. The annotations are reflected onto the physical engine in real time, since both views are synchronized. Finally, she can simulate the proper working behaviour of the engine, to clarify the function of the individual pieces.

This level gives users the illusion of changes in the physical world, while they keep their body as frame of reference: for a given user, the physical landmarks (objects and other users) stay still relatively to him or herself. The next level explores the separation between physical and digital body.

Level Four: Body Decoupling
The fourth level explores the immersive virtual navigation of the physical space. The users can then change their perceived position, orientation and scale in space (Figure 8).

For this, HMD-VR helmets are ideal, since the users are presented with a 3D scene overriding their senses, with an arbitrary point of view. In order to control the navigation, we use a teleportation-based interaction using a wand controller, where the resulting scale depends on the target surface (and in our case is configured manually). A simple fade transition was implemented; since both a change of position and scale are involved, travelling could lead to cyber-sickness. Besides being able to teleport, users can also rotate either around a point,
or on their current location. Since it is possible to ray-cast through the interactive pictures, users can pick the target position through a window, both before and during the immersive session.

Figure 8. Users can navigate the augmented scene virtually. Left: the user jumped inside the scene and experience the volcano from an egocentric point of view. Right: the engineer rotated to her right, to see herself and her colleague.

The navigation is then not restricted to the current table and their surroundings, but could be used for tele-presence. Indeed, it is possible to transition to distant places (e.g., coworkers office, Mars surface), one step at the time (similar to Google Street View [1]), or jumping there through an interactive picture. Once the digital environment is framed in relationship with the physical one, it is possible to then transition to purely virtual spaces (the fifth level).

Back to the Examples
Interacting with the mock-up is enriching, but in the end it is a representation of something bigger. If the students want to experience or study the surface of the volcano, they can do so by wearing an HMD-VRs and teleporting on its surface (Figure 8). The virtual model can then be navigated by jumping from place to place, experiencing the represented scale. While on the surface, the students can see their schoolmates and themselves as giants around the table, allowing to asymmetrically collaborate, not just speaking but also using the aforementioned tools. They can use both the volcano surface and the interactive pictures to communicate with each other.

If the engineer needs help to repair the engine, she can observe another engineer performing the task, either using a recording or tele-presence. She can see her colleague working from his or her point of view, or virtually move around for a better view.

Overview
In this section we described the 6 levels of our conceptual framework, accompanied by the implementation of the 4 central levels that provide augmentation. This framework was conceived to incrementally provide digital tools to interact with the physical world, up to the point where purely digital applications can be framed within the physical space.

The selection of a given modality involves a trade-off (Table 1). As digitality increases, so does the flexibility of interaction and simulation, while the connection with the physical world gets thinner by the instrumentation. We took awareness considerations to keep the user anchored in the physical world as much as possible, yet we argue that immersion should not be increased because it is possible, but only when it is needed.

The result moves towards a space where physical and digital do not compete with each other for the users attention, but instead complement in the construction of a unified experience. This work builds on top of the vast Mixed Reality literature, providing a new lens to look at the diverse projects in the field – such as augmented surfaces [37], magicbook [5] and physical-virtual tools [29]–, while also providing a unified ecosystem where they can coexist.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
The system runs using two Alienware desktop computers, one worked as a server (Intel i7-3820, 8GiB RAM with an NVIDIA GTX 660 Ti) the second one as a client (Intel i7-3820, 24GiB RAM with dual NVIDIA GTX 690s). The use of multiple computers was necessary given the USB BUS bandwidth required by the sensors. The client performs dense acquisition (Kinect) and rendering (HTC Vive, projectors), while the server handles sparse tracking (Optitrack, Leap Motion) and stream it using UDP and OSC. We selected this distribution in order to minimize the intranet usage, yet dense acquisition and rendering could be distributed among several computers.

The whole setup was organized around a rectangular table of 130cm by 80 cm, which was used as the reference for calibration. All the sensors and projectors were placed on an overhead platform (Figure 9). Regarding the displays, we use: 1) an HTC Vive as HMD, and 2) three off-the-shelf projectors, providing 360° augmentation. The projectors are: an LG PF80G, an LG PF1500 and an Asus B1M; this selection was

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location of the physical display</td>
<td>On the surface of the objects (main objects, table, tacked panel)</td>
<td>Head Mounted Display</td>
<td>Virtual objects or information located in the 3D space</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of the display</td>
<td>- Appearance of the objects</td>
<td>- Digital tool (virtual ray)</td>
<td>- Natural manipulation of the See Through panel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link to the physical world</td>
<td>One-to-one mapping (POV and objects)</td>
<td>- Natural manipulation of the See Through panel</td>
<td>Natural manipulation of the co-located objects or dedicated technique when disconnecting the objects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main interaction</td>
<td>- Natural interaction (object manipulation, paper and pen)</td>
<td>- Window-based technique (picking a virtual object in the panel)</td>
<td>VR interaction techniques</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main POV</td>
<td>Natural simulated POV</td>
<td>VR navigation techniques</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Each of the augmentation levels and their properties.
based on the available hardware, and the setup could be greatly improved by using 3 projectors of the same model, preferably with higher brightness and frame-rate. The tracking uses 4 Optitrack Flex cameras covering the volume over and around the table. A single Microsoft Kinect v1 provides a partial point-cloud of the table contents and the users, including their skeleton tracking. Given that we used HTC Vive, the tracking lighthouses are also placed on the overhead platform. For hand tracking we attached a Leap Motion to the helmet.

![Figure 9. The setup supports surrounding tracking and augmentation. The tracking is performed using 4 Optitrack Flex 3 infrared cameras (sparse information), a Microsoft Kinect v1 (dense information point-cloud), and 2 HTC lighthouses (off the shelf HTC infrared emitters, used to track the HTC components). The augmentation is performed using three overhead projectors.](Image 78x491 to 273x620)

**Infrared Interference**

Besides the USB bandwidth, the main issue of this setup is infrared interference between sensors: all of them – except the Kinect – use the same wavelength. To address this, we synchronized the Optitrack cameras with the lighthouses\(^1\); Leap Motion emitters can also create interference, but the impact was diminished with Optitrack parametrization.

The use of additional Kinects would greatly improve the point-cloud coverage, yet additional considerations are required to prevent interference [9]. Regarding Microsoft Kinect v2, we were unable to include it in the system since it uses the same wavelength as the other sensors, leading to interference that could not be mitigated.

**Calibration**

The alignment of all the subsystems was performed in stages. Both Optitrack and Kinect were calibrated offline, computing the alignment between coordinate systems (3D to 3D calibration, translation and rotation), using the table as frame of reference. The projectors were calibrated using OpenCV camera calibration (2D to 3D calibration, intrinsic and extrinsic estimation), by matching reference pixels with their 3D position, using the already calibrated Optitrack. The HTC Vive was calibrated online, by placing the controller (most reliable transform) on a previously determined place in the table, and computing the transform between coordinate systems (3D to 3D calibration). Finally, the Leap Motion was manually calibrated, by finding the offset with HMD center.

\(^1\)The method used was adapted from [http://wiki.optitrack.com/index.php?title=Sync_Configuration_with_an_HTC_Vive_System](http://wiki.optitrack.com/index.php?title=Sync_Configuration_with_an_HTC_Vive_System)

**Technical Future Work**

This work moves towards the construction of spaces that support mixed reality, similarly on how CAVEs support virtual reality. To this end, further work could take inspiration from literature. First, the interaction space could be extended as with [**Steerable Augmented Reality**][51], [Roomalive][23] and CAVE [12] technologies. In the same line, full nonrigid reconstruction [31] could be used to scan and track physical elements. This could also be used to support touch interaction everywhere [53]. The use of projectors to create paper windows has clear limitations (occlusions, tracking), but we look forward towards the promising technology of Organic User Interfaces [17], which could replace the projectors partially or completely. In the mean time, the SAR augmentation could be improved by preventing overlapping between projectors.

We also consider that the use of embedded components would enrich the system. Light sensors were used in the past to perform precise projector calibration [42] or perform projector based tracking [28]. Another use for embedded systems is actuation and sensing [16], which could be used to render the physical world (level 0 of our conceptual framework) more dynamic and interactive, as with smarter objects [16].

**CONCLUSION AND DIRECTIONS TO FUTURE WORK**

In this paper we presented a hybrid mixed reality conceptual framework, providing incremental augmentation and instrumentation. The framework was implemented using a combination of multiple display technologies. The first one is Spatial augmentation, always available augmentation where only the surfaces’ appearance is modified. See-through devices can display mid-air information, and partially override physical information. Finally, HMDs provide a virtual replica of the physical scene, taking advantage of the freedom of virtual spaces without losing connection with the environment.

Even when the different technologies coexist simultaneously in our system, the interaction was designed to perform the tasks while keeping the connection with the physical space and other users; when a task is not possible, then the amount of digital support is increased, in combination with awareness considerations to help the users keep the link with their environment. The resulting system focuses on the smooth transition from a purely physical to a purely digital experience.

An underlying question driving this work is "where are these virtual spaces for the mind?". We consider that the cost of multitasking and traditional computers is that our attention constantly switches between two locations perceived as remote, and by easing the transition we can reduce the cognitive impact. If that is the case, then the dissociation created by modern computers and mobile devices could be greatly reduced by rendering them more aware and in synchrony with their surroundings. The next step, is to test these hypothesis with dedicated user studies using the presented ecosystem, and the answers will in term help the improvement of the system.
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